Trimble Survey Controller Overview

BLUETOOTH CONFIGURATION

1. Get your equipment ready…

Power on both the TSC2 and the R8
Tap CONFIGURATION

Tap CONTROLLER

Tap BLUETOOTH
Tap CONFIG at the bottom of the screen.

Ensure the TURN ON BLUETOOTH box is checked, 
Then select DEVICES
Tap NEW PARTNERSHIP – This starts the scanning process

All discoverable Bluetooth devices in the immediate area will be shown. Verify the serial number on your device, select it and tap NEXT.
In this example, the R8-2
There is no way to verify a passkey with the R8-2, leave the passkey box blank, and tap NEXT.

If your R8-2 has an internal GSM module, check both boxes as shown and tap FINISH.
If it is configured with an internal radio, just tap FINISH.

Make sure your device is highlighted, and tap OK.
Tap the drop down arrow to select you device under the CONNECT TO GPS RECEIVER...

Tap ACCEPT
Your controller will now automatically connect to the receiver
This should take about 30 seconds

You are now connected
Notice the two R8 icons and two battery bars in the menu on the right,
This shows a connection to your receiver